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Ahoj! Szia! Hello! Olá! Hallo! Cześć!

It  is  almost  time  for  EDiTE  Conference  and  Summer  School  which  this  year  takes  place  in  lovely

Budapest, between 11-15 June. Preparations are done, and the home team at ELTE is excitedly expecting

the rest of the consortium to arrive. The EDiTE researchers will meet a day earlier to discuss issues

affecting the community and their research progress within the Transnational Teacher Learning for Better

Student  Learning in  the Emerging European Context.  The Conference this  year  is  co-organised with

NAFOL and it will see two cohorts of PhD students (EDiTE and NAFOL) coming together to share and

discuss matters surrounding their research. The programme will be also enriched by a line of interesting

guest keynote speakers and extracurricular activities. As for the Summer School, the spotlight for this year

will  be on writing, analysing and building up robust conclusions, as all EDiTE researchers are coming

closer to finishing their dissertations.

Change and development are natural ways of life and work, but there is one change within EDiTE that

was welcomed with both happiness and sadness. Earlier in April, Inês Alves, the project manager and a

core person of the technical secretariat of EDiTE at the University of Lisbon, has announced a happy

news that  she was offered a position as a researcher at the University of Glasgow. Thus, from June

onwards EDiTE will have a new person on board in Lisbon team – Catarina Sobral – that will look over the

final stage of the EDiTE project. The gratitude for the work and support that Inês has provided to many

EDiTE researchers cannot be described by words, and the entire EDiTE community is beyond proud

about her step forward. Good luck to Inês for her future research and a wholehearted welcome to Catarina

for joining the team!

Read below what else has been happening in the last two months!

CONFERENCES

As  a  national  representative  of  the  Polish  Doctoral  Association  KRD,

Beata  Zwierzynska  participated  at  the  annual  EURODOC  Conference

2018. During the conference Beata was selected to be the coordinator of

the Employment & Career Development Workgroup 2018/2019. Find out

more details here.



EDiTE team represented by Shaima Muhammad, Nikolett Szelei, Inês

Alves, Luís Tinoca and Ana Sofia Pinho participated in the annual TEPE

conference in Braga, Portugal, under the leading theme Recruiting the

Best Teachers: Policy, Pedagogy and Professionalism. Read more about

their presentations and other highlights here.

At the University of Lower Silesia,  EDiTE researchers had a wonderful

opportunity to listen to Prof. Graciela Slesaransky-Poe who presented her

work on gender  non-conformity in  the Changing  Paradigm of  Inclusive

Education lecture. The occasion included a panel discussion representing

different  voices  and experiences  in  a broad aspect  of  inclusiveness  in

education.

EDiTE researcher  Kinley Seden took  part  in  the annual  conference of

International Society for Teacher Education, held this year in Japan. The

conference provided an interesting format for knowledge exchange and

active learning. You can read more about it here.

The German School Award (GSA) is one of the top events for schools in

Germany, and EDiTE was represented at this year’s award ceremony by

Michael  Schratz  and  Malte  Gregorzewski.  The  Innsbruck  team  also

conducts research related to the GSA, so click here to know more about

this event.

Presenting part of her work at the recent JustED18 Conference in Helsinki,

Nikolett  Szelei  showcased the  practices  in  urban Portuguese pre-  and

primary schools and how teachers work around the concepts of culture.

Read more about the conference and Nikolett’s input here.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Apart  from  disseminating  results  and  generating  knowledge  at  conferences,  EDiTE  community  was

involved in other learning activities, such as workshops and teaching.

At ELTE, the second generation of international students at the Faculty’s

doctoral education programme held a workshop where EDiTE researchers

were invited as chairs and facilitators.



In  Lisbon,  a  visiting  professor  from  Turkey  joined  one  of  the  course

lectures implemented by the EDiTE team entitled Educational  issues  in

Europe. Insights from the Turkish context steered a mighty discussion and

reflection among all participants. Read more here.

Following the example and the learning from the Falling Walls Lab, Helena

Kovacs facilitated two sessions on presentation skills within the scope of

the Power Hour workshop.

OPPORTUNITIES

IPDA  conference:  deadline  31  July  http://ipda.org.uk/event/2018-international-conference-border-

crossings-professional-development-in-the-21st-century/

Meet EDiTE researchers

Nikolett has always been interested in aspects of intercultural and

multicultural education, and in particular, how teachers change their

practices in order to respond to the needs of our diverse societies.

Although she travelled to many places around the world, Finland holds a

special place in Nikolett’s heart ever since she studied and worked there

as a teacher herself. With a distinct sense of appreciation of life, Nikolett

likes to enjoy the moment with always good company and sometimes a

glass of good Portuguese wine. Yet, none of it ever distracts her from

passionately and diligently pursuing her research. Check out Nikolett’s

academic profile on ResearchGate, LinkedIn or EDiTE website, or

alternatively email her here.

Josefine’s academic and professional formation as a teacher of English

and history has provided her with an inspiration to focus her research and

question schooling concepts and the implementation of the UN-CRPD. In

her work she is driven with a passion for creating a better world and with

an idea that there is no better place to start than in education. Josefine’s

ethnographic  approach  enables  her  to  remain  close  to the  classroom-

based actions and get a more integrated interaction with teachers on the

grass-root  level  across  three  countries  in  Europe.  During  her  last  two

years, she has also become fond of Wrocław where she’s currently based,

and which offers joys such as a great artist cinema scene, tasty pastries

and good vegetarian food. If you want, get in touch with Josefine through

Academia.edu, mail, or check out her profile on the EDiTE webpage.



Sunny greetings from EDiTE Newsletter Team!
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